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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The "Weatherization Residential Assistance.Partnership," or WRAP program, is a
fuel-blind conservation program designed to assist Northeast Utilities' low-income
castomers to use energy safely and efficiently. Innovative with respect to its
collaborative approach and its focus on utilizing and strengthening the existing low-
income weatherization service delivery network, the WRAP program offers an
interesting model to other utilities which traditionally have relied on for'profit
energy service contractors and highly centralized program implementation
structures. This report presents the findings of a process evaluation and WRAP
customer survey conducted by the Technical Development Corporation (TDC).
TDC's work is one part of a multi-part evaluation project being conducted under the
management of ICF Resources, Inc.

PROGRAM DESIGN AND PROCF_S DESCRIPTION

Initiated in 1988 throughout the territory served by Connecticut Light and Power,
'the WRAP program's strategy is to reduce consumption -- and hence, utility bills
and the corresponding extent of arrearages- through conservation improvements.
The WRAP program is unusual among utility-sponsored conservation programs in
its collaborative approach to program design, oversight and implementation. The
WRAP "Partnership" is reflected in the composition of the program Steering
Committee, which includes:

• Northeast Utilities (N__U_)s'customer relations office and the regional offices
whose Community Outreach Representatives play a direct role in identifying
and recruiting WRAP participants;

• the Connecticut Department of Human Resources (DHR), which runs the
state weatherization (WAP) and fuel assistance programs;

• CONN Save, the federally-mandated non-profit agency which administers
the Residential Conservation Service (RCS) audit program for ali of
Connecticut's utilities, and which was selectr, d by NU to administer the
WRAP program;

D

• the community action agencies (CAAs) which contract with the state to carry
out the WAP program, and with CONN Save to carry out both RCS audits (or
walk-through needs analyses) for low income customers and installation
work for the WRAP program; and
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• the Connecticut Department of Public Utilities Control (DPUC), which
approved the basic design of the WRAP program and allows NU to recover
ali costs of the program provided that program goals (defined in terms of

" reaching the targeted number of low-income households) are met.

WRAP utilitzes utility (ratepayer) funds to provide weatherization services (audit
and measure installation) which are delivered by local community action agencies.
Designed to supplement the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), which
receives both state and federal funding and is administered by the Department of
Human Services (DHR), WRAP supplements WAP in two Ways: by increasing the
conservation investment in WAP-weatherized homes and by expanding the
number of low-income housing units which can receive conservation
improvements.

EVALUATION MEFHODOLOGY

The scope of TDC's investigations consisted of:

• interviewing key program personnel regarding the design and efficiency of
the WRAP program's operation, its strengths and areas for improvement;

• analyzing selected customer records; and

• surveying a sample of NU customers who participated in the WRAP program
during 1988-89 regarding their experience and level of satisfaction with the
services delivered.

These investigations were conducted primarily during the winter and spring of
1990. The customer survey targeted a random sample of program participants from
program years 1988-1989.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The WRAP program received high ratings for:

• the resources and flexibility it brings to meeting the needs of low income
households;

/-

• its commitment to nurturing the capacity of' the community action agencies
providing the services; and
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• its collaborative approach, characterized by a common commitment and '
mutual respect among the utility, the public agencies, and the non-profit
community-based service delivery network.

The customer survey also revealed positive program assessments, including high
,, marks from program participants for both the quality of the installations and the

quality of the interactions with energy auditors and installation crews.

This research effort also identified several program shortcomings, including:

• inaccurate or otherwise unusable data in the customer tracking system;

° the absence of an effective mechanism to improve performance in areas
served by community action agencies with administrative or quality control
problems;

° inadequate contractor training in appropriate lighting installations;

• failure to attain consistent adherence to the utility's priority scheme,
particularly in the area of lighting applications, a high priority for NU; and

° the absence of an effective strategy to identify and recruit ali qualified tenants
in a multifamily building when one tenant receives landlord approval to
participate.

These are largely technical issues which a combination of training, management
assistance, and/or program design changes can remedy.

A more significant issue is the future of a fuel-blind low income program
administered by a utility increasingly dedicated to comprehensive demand side
management (DSM) programs which address only cost-effective electric efficiency
opportunitie,;. The NU Customer Relations division administers WRAP for NU.
A new set of residential DSM programs will also serve low income customers,
employing a different mix of program designs, eligible measures, and marketing
strategies than does the WRAP Program. These electric conservation services are
managed by NU's Energy Services Division. Gas-saving measures are now the
responsbility of Yankee Energy Systems (Yankee Gas), a separately functioning

t subsidiary of NU whose cost-effectiveness criteria are much more restrictive than
those in effect in the WRAP Program during 1988 and 1989. The resolution of this
larger institutional issue will largely determine the future of the WRAP Program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE WRAP PROGRAM

The "Weatherization Residential Assistance Partnership," or WRAP program, is a
fuel-blind conservation program designed to assist Northeast Utilities' low-income
customers to use energy safely and efficiently. Initiated in 1988 throughout the
territory served by Connecticut Light and Power Company, an NII subsidiary, the
WRAP program's strategy is to reduce consumption - and hence, utility bills and
the corresponding extent of arrearages- through conservation improvements.
Conceived as a "partnership" program, WRAP utilitzes utility (ratepayer) funds to
provide weatherization services (audit and measure installation) which are
delivered by local community action agencies. The WRAP program is unusual
among utility-sponsored conservation programs in its collaborative approach to
program design, oversight and implementation.

Pro_am Rationale

The rationale for utilizing non-profit community-based agencies to deliver WRAP
program services is that these agencies have a unique relationship with and access
to the low-income communities targeted by the program. The Community Action
Agencies (referred to in this report as CAAs) had accrued experience delivering both
the federally-mandated Residential Conservation Service (RCS) energy audits and
the state-administered Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) to Connecticut's
low-income residents.

The rationale for the fuel-blind approach is twofold. From the customer's (and
larger societal) perspective, it is more efficient and more effective to identify and
implement a comprehensive package of conservation measures than to try to target
various fuel-specific end-uses separately. From the electric utility's perspective,
reducing low-income customers' overall fuel bills increases their ability to pay those
bills, including their electric bills.

"Partners" in the WRAP Protzramv

The "P" in WRAP stands for Partnership. This partnership is reflected in the
composition of the program Steering Committee, which includes representatives of:

• Northeast Utilities ___U_)s'customer relations office and the regional offices
whose Community Outreach Representatives play a direct role in identifying
and recruiting WRAP participants;

• the Connecticut Department of Human Resources (DHR), which runs the
state weatherization (WAP) and fuel assistance programs;
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• ' CONN Save, the federally-mandated non-profit agency which administers
the Residential Conservation Service (RCS) audit program for ali of
Connecticut's utilities, and which was selected by NU to administer the
WRAP program;

qa

• the community action agencies (CAAs) which Contract with the state to carry
out the WAP program, and with CONN Save to carry out both RCS audits (or
walk-through needs analyses) for low-income customers and installation
work for the WRAP program; and

• the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control (DPUC), which
approved the basic design of the WRAP prograJn and allows NU to recover
ali costs of the program provided that program goals (defined in terms of
reaching the targeted number of low-income households) are met.

1.2 SCOPE OF EVALUATION

The process evaluation and consumer survey conducted by Technical Development
Corporation were part of a multi-part evaluation project being conducted under the
management of ICF Resources, Inc. The scope of TDC's investigations consisted of:

• interviewing key program personnel regarding the design and efficiency of
the WRAP program's operation, its strengths and areas for improvement;

• analyzing a sample of customer records to determine the time lapse between
customer requests and successive stages of the project to completed
installations; and

• surveying a sample of NU customers who participated in the WRAP program
during 1988-89 regarding their experience and level of satisfaction with the
services delivered.

These investigations were conducted primarily during the winter and spring of
1990. Given that the WRAP program hadbeen evolving continuously since its
inception in 1988, TDC's analysis focused on the program as it had come to be
structured by the beginning of 1990. (See Table 1 for a summary of the program
structure.) The customer survey targeted a random sample of program participants
from program years 1988 and 1989.

t
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1.3 STRUCTURE OF REPORT

The body of this report is presented in four parts:

• Section 2 describes the design of the WRAP program, its goals, and the process
by which it is carried out.

• Section 3 describes the methodology used in this investigation.

• Section 4 consists of an evaluation of the program's design, management and
implementation, including a summary of the outstanding issues or policy
questions raised by this analysis.

• Section 5 provides a brief summary and analysis of the findings of the
Customer Survey,. details of which are found in the appendices.
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Table 1
. WRAP Subprogram Descriptions

4

Sub- Key Customer Allowable
_ Characteristics Expenditxtres (1)

E1 & E2 - up to 150% poverty; - El: up to $150/household
- high use of Fuel - E2:average of $600/house-

Assistance;(2) hold (in addition to E1 sub-
- high energy use; program expenditures)
- priority to elderly - E1 & E2 expenditures are

and handicapped, designed to supplement
the $1,640' worth of
measures made available
through the state-funded

' WAP(3) program.

E3 - up to 200%poverty; - up to $500 (maximum
- includes non-English of $250 for certain

speaking, families with measures, $500 maximum
children, elderly, total of ali measures.

E4 - up to 200% poverty; - up to $1500 / household
- seriously delinquent

(arrearage > $200).

E5 - up to 200% poverty; - up to $1500/household
- priority to households

150% - 200%poverty with
critical need;

- high gas heat or electric/
gas general service users

r

(1) For lists of Apvlicable Measures by tubprogram, see checklist/invoice forms,
Appendix A.

(2) Fuel Assistance is a publicly-funded program to help low-income households
pay their winter heating bills.

(3) WAP is the Weatherization Assistance Program, which uses public funds to
install up to $1,640' worth of RCS-audit identified conservation measures in
low-income homes.



• 2.0 PROGRAM DESIGN & PROCESS DESCRIPTION

4

2.1 PROGp_AM GOALS

WRAP was designed to supplement the Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP), which receives both state and federal funding and is admirdstered by the
Department of Human Services (DHR). WRAP supplements WAP in two ways: by
increasing the conservation investment in WAP-weatherized homes (WRAP
subprograms E1 and E2) and by expanding the number of low-income housing units
which can receive conservation improvements (WRAP subprograms E3, E4 and E5).
The primary goal of the WRAP program was to reach a total of 4,311 low-income
households during the frst full program year (1989), including: 2,800 households
served by WAP; and 1,511 households in need of weatherization services but not
eligible for the WAP program.

Northeast Utilties sought to ensure that WRAP would supplement rather than
replace WAP by getting a commitment from DHR to maintain (to the extent
possible) its financial support for WAP. At the same time, implicit in the strategic
decision to deliver services through the Community Action Agencies (CAAs) was
the recognition that decreases in the Petroleum Overcharge and federal funds which
have supported WAP services threaten not only low-income energy consumers but
also the network of communitY agencies with the experience and commitment to
serve the low-income community. A secondary goal articulated by WRAP's
architects was that of maintaining and building the capacity of those community-
based organizations uniquely qualified to serve the utility's low-income customers.

2.2 PROGRAM DESIGN

Table 1 (see preceding page) lists the five WRAP subprograms and their salient
features. The major dichotomy within _he WRAP program is between subprograms
E1 and E2, designed as add-ons to the publicly-funded WAP; c.nd subprograms E3,
E4, and E5, designed to serve low-income customers not served by WAP. E1 and E2
customers must be within 150% of federal poverty guidelines, the limit for
qualifying for WAP and Fuel Assistance programs, and are recruited by the

¢ community-based non-profit agendes (CAAs) which implement those programs.
E3, E4 and E5 customers are recruited by utility representatives, and may have
household incomes up to 200% of poverty.

r

Within El-E2, on the one hand, and E3-E5 on the other, the primary factors
determining the subprogram to which a customer is assigned are the number, type,
and cost of energy conservation measures the customer's dwelling unit requires.
Up to $150 can be spent on E1 measures, including lighting, caulking, and some
insulation. E2 provides an additional $600 for heating system repair or replacement



and sidewall insulation, where these measures are called for. The dollar ceilings
cover materials, labor and a 10% administrative fee.

" The E3-E5 subprograms also were distinguished initially by differing levels of
investment for different conservation needs, with the additional distinction that the
E4 category (which was initially assigned a lower dollar ceiling), was designed to
target seriously delinquent bill-payers. In response to a substantial number of E4
customer audits showing a need for more conservation work than the initial
relatively low dollar ceiling permitted, the limit was raised and is now equivalent to
the maximum allowable investment in an E5 household: $1500 for up to 32
measures on the WRAP program menu, plus an additional $1500 for furnace
replacement if needed. E4 retains the distinction of serving utility customers who
are seriously delinquent in their bill-paying. (The utility uses "$200 or more in
arrears" as a working definition of serious delinquency, but the utility's customer
representatives have some discretion in deciding whether to assign a customer to
the E4 category.)

The E3 subprogram has a dollar limit of $500, including $25 for a walk-through
energy survey, which is used in lieu of the more expensive RCS audit to determine
which conservation measures are appropriate. E3 customers whose energy surveys
indicate a need for more extensive work (e.g., insulation or window replacement)
may be upgraded to the E5 subprogram, funds permitting.

2.3 I"ROCESS DESCRII'TION

This _ubsection outlines the VFRAP process, describing each of the following aspects
of the program:

(a) customer identification and recruitment;

(b) audit/energy survey;

(c) landlord permission;

(d) customer education;

t (e) installation of conservation measures;

(f) quality assurance;

(g) billing and recordkeeping; and

(h) mechanis.ms and structures for monitoring and modifying the
program.



Identification and"Recruitment

Subprom'ams E1 & E2: Essentially, E1 and E2 participants are current Fuel
" Assistance recipie,tts and WAP program customers. They are "recruited" to

the WRAP program primarily by the Community Action Agencies (CAAs),
, most of which typically have waiting lists for the publicly-funded programs.

Subprograms E3, E4 & E5: Participants in these subprograms are recruited
entirely by the utility. They are for the most part either seriously delinquent
($200+ in arrears) customers which NU identifies through its billing records,
or customers NU recruits via workshops, m._lers, or contacts with social
service agencies.

From the CAAs' perspective, the E1 and E2 subprograms enable them to implement
a more comprehensive conservation package in the households they would be
treating anyway through Wi_d_. The F_.5,E4 and E5 categories enable the CAAs to
reach more households than they would be able to reach with WAP alone-
households which are largely similar to the E1 and E2 households in terms of their
energy conservation needs. The CAAs have some discretion when they receive a
work order to complete an audit for an E3, E4 or E5 hou_hold with an income
under 150% of poverty. In such cases the CAA may opt to qualify the household for
the WAP program and use the E1 and/or E2 subprogram funds as a supplement to
the public weatherization dollars.

Audit/Energy survey
vF

Subprograms E1 & E2: CAAs perform RCS audits as they normally would for
weatherization (WAP) clients. The audits are sent to CONN Save, which

processes them and mails the results back to the CAAs.

Subprogram E3: This is the only subprogram which receives a "walk-thru
analysis" rather than a full audit. Assessment consists of checking off
presence or absence of appropriate measures (invoice/checklist forms are
included in Appendix A).

Subprogram E4: CONN Save receives an application (see Appendix A), and
forwards it to the regional utility representative to check against the regional

t office's list of households completed or pending. The Regional office returns
the application to CONN Save (which double-checks it against their own
records of households pending or completed) and initiates a work order

; (request fo_ audit) which is sent to the CAA in whose service territory the
customer is located.

The date the audit request is dispatched is recorded by CONN Save as the
"work order date." The scheduling goal is to complete installation within 90
days of the work order date.



Subprogram E5: An audit request work order is issued for an E5 customer
only as a result of a customer entering WRAP via the E3 subprogram, the E3
customer can be "upgraded" to an E5. (The E4 subprogram, which now is

, comparable to E5 in terms of eligible measures and dollar limits, is reserved
for customers who are delinquent in paying their bills.) The upgrade process
is initiated when the CAA crew doing the walk-through energy survey
identifies heating system or other problems that require more work or
measures not authorized in the E3 subprogram. The crew conducting the E3
walk-through energy survey notifies the CAA analyst (energy auditor), who
confirms the crew's assessment and contacts the utility representative (or, in
some cases, contacts CONN Save directly)to request the upgrade. In some
cases, the analyst will proceed directly to do the full-scale RCS audit with
CONN Save's verbal approval; an official work order is then issued by CONN
Save formally requesting that the RCS audit be done.

Landlord-Tenant Relation_

About 36% of the households served by the WRAP program in 1988 and 1989 were
renters. Landlord approval is required even before an audit can be performed. The
utility's regional customer representatives have responsibility for acquiring
landlord permissions in the case of the E4 and E5 subprograms; the CAAs, which
"re_'ruit" for E1 and E2, are responsible for getting landlord permission for these
subprograms.

Customer Education

As the program currently operates, customer education takes place during the
recruitment stage and to some extent during the audit. The utility community
relations representatives use local energy conservation workshops as one method of
recruiting people; this is also an educational effort. The workshops ("Energy Bingo",
"Managin.g On a Shoe String", and "Energy Care") are done typically for elderly
groups or for groups organized in cooperation with social service agencies. This
year, NU has significantly enlarged its customer education program for WRAP
participants. " WRAP-PLUS" takes advantage of two to three customer encounters
(with the auditor, the installer and the inspector) to provide customers with _idvice

r on low-cost measures and low-cost practices and frequent feedback.

Delivery of Weatherization Services
t

CONN Save processes audit results for all subprograms with the exception of E3, for
which a walk-through energy survey is conducted by the installation crew in lieu of
the more detailed RCS audit used in the El, E2, E4 and E5 subprograms. Unless the
crew identifies needs beyond the scope of the E3 subprogram (notably, for heating



system repair or replacement) the crew installs the appropriate E3 measures directly
upon completing the walk-through analysis.

For the subprograms requiring a full RCS audit (El, E2, E4 and E5), CONN Save
processes the audit and returns the results to the Community Action Agency (CAA),

, which inturn assigns a crew to install the measures indicated by the audit results.
Some CAAs contract with independent installers, while others maintain
installation crews on staff.

The scheduling goal for installation of weatherization measures is a maximum of 90
days from the date the work order (requesting the CAA to schedule an audit or
walk-through) is issued to completion of the weatherization work and submission
of an invoice by the CAA to CONN Save. In fact, because audits for the E1 and E2
subprograms are initiated by the CAA rather than by CONN Save, the 90-day period
is tracked only for the E3, E4 and E5 subprograms.

Oualitv Control
w

CONN Save has contracted with Pogson Associates to perform field inspections of
completed WRAP program households. Pogson Associates inspects:

10% of all E1 jobs;

33% of ali E2 jobs;

(El and E2 jobs are also inspected by DHR monitors as part of the
Weatherization Assistance Program.)

• 20% of ali E3 jobs; and

• 100% of ali E4 and E5 jobs.

The rationale for inspecting 100% of all E4 and E5 installations is the size of the

utility's investment in these households. Work done under the E1 subprogram
receives the lowest level of investment from the utility, and in addition, these
installations are inspected by the Department of Human Services, which funds the
significantly more substantial energy investment made in these homes under the

r Weatherization Assistance Program.

Pogson Associates also plays a "troubleshooting" role, working with agency crews
that appear to be having problems with a particular type of measure (e.g., window
caulking) or with accurately completing the checklist/invoice forms.



Billing and Recordkeeping

For ali subprograms, CONN Save provides CAAs with a checklist form (see
" Appendix A) which indicates NU's priorities for the various measures and which

serves both as a record of the work done and as an invoice. The CAA checks off the

, measures installed, multiplies the measures by the unit cost of each measure, totals
the coasts for materials and labor, and adds a 10% administrative fee. In the case of a

measure like lighting fixture replacement, which the CAAs must contract out, an
additional 10% is tacked on to the unit cost to cover administrative costs associated

with the subcontracting.

The Community Action Agencies (CAAs) bill CONN Save separately for ali RCS
audits (El, E2, E4 & E5) comp?eted each month. CONN Save pays a fiat fee of $50 per
audit, the same fee that is paid to other contractors for audits performed as part of
the statewide RCS program.

CONN Save aggregates WRAP installation invoices by CAA monthly, for ali
subprograms, and issues each CAA a single monthly check from the WRAP account
set up by NU with CONN Save for its Low Income (WRAP program) Unit. CONN
Save then accounts to NU for work done and forinvoices paid on a monthly basis
and processes about 25 different data reports which it disseminates ro NU central
administration and regional offices.

Mechanisms and Structures for Monitoring and Modifying the Program

Monitoring: CONN Save has primary responsibility for monitoring progra m
operations. Quality assurance reports and a system which permits CONN Save to
track the timeliness,of jo_ _._mpletions on E3, E4 and E5 program participants are the
main means by which program performance is monitored on a regular basis.

Modification: Chronic problems as well as opportunities to improve the program
are brought to a Working Committee, which meets monthly and makes
recommendations to the Steering Committee, which meets a week or two later.

Oversight: The WRAP is under the oversight of the Connecticut Department of
Public Utility Control (DPUC), which approved the basic program design and has
been concerned primarily with seeing that the targeted number of low-income

¢ households are reached. Provided these goals are met in a reasonably prudent
manner, NU is allowed to recover ali costs of the WRAP program. The DPUC has
indicated to NU that it would like to see a greater emphasis in the WRAP program

r on electricity savings, but unlike other demand side management programs, WRAP
as a low-income program is not evaluated by the DPUC on the basis of cost-per-kwh
savings.



" 3.0 1EVALUATIONMErHODOLOGY

3.1 SCOPE OF EVALUATION

The process evaluation and consumer survey conducted by Technical Development
Corporation were part of a multi-part evaluation project being conducted under the
management of ICF Resources, Inc. The scope of TDC's investigations consisted of:

• interviewing key program personnel regarding the design and efficiency of
the WRAP program's operation: its strengths and areas for improvement;

• reviewing a sample of customer records to determinethe elapsed time
between the various steps in providing service and the extent to which set
procedures were followed; and

• surveying a sample of NU customers who participated in the WRAP program
during 1988-89 regarding their experience and level of satisfaction with the
services delivered.

These investigations were conducted primarily during the winter and spring of

O program evolved continuously over the past two
1990. Given that the WRAP has
years, TDC sought to focus its process analysis on the program as it had come to be
structured by the beginning of calendar year lO90 (see Section 1.0, Table 1).

3.2 RESEARCH: INTERVIEWS

The primary means by which TDC conducted its investigation was a series of
interviews with 13 people who have been involved with the design, management,
and delivery of WRAP services. (See Appendix B for a list of those interviewed.)
Issues covered in these interviews included:

• the interviewee's understanding of the goals and objectives of the WRAP
program;

• the interests of their organization in the program;
• their understanding of their personal role, and the role of their organization

in the operation of the program;
• their assessment of the overall performance of the program as well as its

; specific strengths and weaknesses;
• suggestions as to how the program might be'improved.

The interviews were supplemented with an analysis of customer records. TDC
examined customer records from each of five Community Action Agencies for
program years 1988 and 1989. Looking at the total of 3,477 customer records, TDC

!0



tracked the flow of paper from receipt of a customer application through audit
workorder and delivery, to installation of measures and submission of invoices.
The five CAAs were selected to represent each region of the state and to illustrate
the variation among the three top-performing agencies, and between the top-
performing agencies and two agencies that fell some degree short of their goals for

, program year 1989. The CAAs selected were as follows:

Customers Served as % # Records

Agency. Region of Agency's 1989 Goal Sam__

N O W Western 167% 1,252
TVCCA Eastern 144% 624
WACAP Northern 118% 1,I04
HRA Central 63 % 388
TEAM Southern 21% 109

Total: 3,477

This analysis, along With the interviews, was undertaken to help TDC determine
the extent to which set procedures were followed in serving participants and the
elapsed time between the various steps in providing service. A more detailed
description of the customer records analysis and its findings is presented in
Appendix C.

3.3 RESEARCH: CUSTOMER SURVEY

In Iuly 1990, the customer survey was administered by telephone to 300 NU
customers, drawn from a list of ali customers who had received WRAP program
services in 1988 and 1989 and who completed an installation. The survey was
designed by the TDC evaluation project team, and administered by First Market
Research, Inc. of Boston. The customer database was stratified according to the
variable of which CAA delivered the service, on the assumption that customers'
perceptions of the program will be most heavily influenced by their experience with
a local contractor. Once the larger list was stratified, households were selected at

random from among those served by each CAA, in proportion to the percentage of
the entire group served by that agency. A copy of the survey protocol is included in

r Appendix D.

' 3.4 ISSUES BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE PROCESS EVALUATION
,e

The program managers did no___!tinclude in the scope of this process evaluation either
the WRAP program's outcomes with regard to energy usage or bill payment, or the
impact of Yankee Gas (Yankee Energy Systems) ending its financial participation in
the program when it became an independent utility.

!1



Projects external to the five basic subprograms (e.g., large-scale relamping projects in
• multifamily housing) also were considered outside the scope of this process

evaluation and were considered only as they touched on the basic program
structure. Similarly, an in-depth analysis of the WRAP program's impact on the

- Community Action Agencies was beyond the scope of this evaluation.

12



• 4.0 PROCESS EVALUATION

A

4.1 DESIGN EVALUATION

What Works

Involvement of state and community agencies along with the utility. A key feature
of the WRAP program's basic design is the active involvement of state and
community agencies as well as utility and CONN Save representatives. Steering
Committee discussions indicate a common conunitment to the goal of reducing

low-income household energy bills by installing efficiency measures, which
transcends differences in the participants' individual agendas.

Utilization of community action agencies. The commv_ity action agencies'
substantial experience in marketing and delivering services to low-income
households is a major benefit to the WRAP program. There is a strong consensus
among the various "partners" involved in the WRAP program that the CAAs are
more effective than for-profit energy contractors in marketing to the low-income
utility customer.

Built-in flexibility.. The WRAP program provides greater financial resources and
additional energy measures to a broader population than that defined by the public
agencies as "low-income" (i.e., households under 150% of poverty) This is valuable
because the so-called "near poor" population (150%-200% of poverty) eligible for
WRAP subprograms E3, E4, and E5 have household energy efficiency needs very
similar to the low-income (under 150% of poverty) group.

Evolution of pro ffram design. The numerous adaptations that have been made in
the WRAP program design since its inception indicate a responsiveness to
conditions as found in the field. For example, the maximum expenditure allowed
for E4 subprogram participants was increased to the level of the E5 subprogram
when it became apparent that a large proportion of E4 customers (targeted for their
difficulty in paying their bills) had to be upgraded to the E5 subprogram to address
their needs for heating system repair/replacement.

r Room for Improvement

Lighting fixture replacement. Lighting fixture replacement, an important priority
: for the electric utility, presents a problem for a service that is marketed and

delivered unit-by-unit. Whether the CAA uses an 'in-house crew or works with a
. contracted crew, the agency needs to contract separately for an electrician to replace

lighting fixtures. NU determined that unit-by-unit lighting fixture replacement was
not feasible and therefore implemented major lighting fixture retrofit projects in a
select number of large low-income housing developments. Our interviews indicate

13
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that these relampi'ng projects met with mixed success; some of the clients served
initially expressed dissatisfaction with the retrofits, but a number of public housing

. authorities have expressed an interest in participating in the program.

A full analysis of these low-income housing development relarnping projects was
beyond the scope of this evaluation, but they appear to represent the utility's best
hope for raising the WRAP program's ratio of electricity savings to total energy
savings.

Marketing. WRAP is targeted to the low-income residential customer, and the
program is marketed accordingly. In terms of numbers of households reached, the
WRAP program has done a satisfactory (and in some cases, better than satisfactory)
job of m,_eting its goals. (See Table 2.)

Design._su_ & Outstanding Policy Ouestions

Future of a fuel-blind program: Currently, the Connecticut Department of Public
Utility Control (DPUC) allows NU to recover all program costs from electric
ratepayers, even though only about a quarter of the savings generated by the WRAP
program are electricity savings. As originally structured, WRAP was funded in part
by NU's gas division, which has since become a separate utility, Yankee Energy
Systems (Yankee Gas). Yankee Gas is developing its own conservation program
aimed at installing attic insulation in gas heated homes, and while the gas utility
continues to participate in the WRAP program Steering Commdttee, the gas utility is
no longer contributing to the program financially. Other utilities- all of which are
required to support and participate in the mandated RCS program (also
administered by CONN Save) - have been invited to partidpate in the WRAP
program. However, NU is the only utility currently supporting the WRAP
program.

NU Customer Relations can justify the WRAP program in part by its apparent
contribution to raising NU's bill payment rate among its low-income customers.
However, it is not clear that a fuel-blind program supported by an electric utility
alone can justify itself entirely on economic grounds. The ideal model, as a DPUC
official suggested to TDC interviewers, would be a program which was "fuel-blind"
in its menu of eligible measures, but which distributed the costs of various
measures according to fuel type among the appropriate electric and gas utilities as

r well as the heating oil companies. In NU's service territory a significant portion of
the housing served by the WRAP program is oil-heated.

At present, the various program participants are committed to keeping WRAP a
fuel-blind program, even without financial contributions from the gas utilities or
the oil companies.
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4.2 MANAGEMENT EVALUATION

What Works

Communications. The various program "partners"- including the CAAs, DHR,
, and CONN Save - rated positively the level and quality of communications among

the decision-makers and between those whomake the decisions and those

responsible for implementing them. Initial concerns as to NU's possible motives
for introducing the WRAP program have given way to the perception that ali
parties share enough common goals to work together constructively.

Overall paper-flow. For the most part, the agencies involved in managing and
implementing the WRAP program (NU, CONN Save, the CAAs) report that
application forms, work orders, checklist/invoice forms, reports and other
paperwork systems appear to function fairly smoothly.

CONN Save's role. Both utility representatives, CAAs, and the DFUC expressed
satisfaction with CONN Save's role in administering the WRAP program,
indicating that CONN Save management has been accessible and responsive.

Training. One benefit of the WRAP program, from the point of view expressed by
the Department of Human Resources and the CAAs has been NU's ability and
willingness to pay for technical training costs where agencies identify a training
need and state/DOE funds are not readily available to pay for it. NU-funded
training has been provided to CAAs and their crews on such subjects as electrical
safety and customer education, in addition to the standard Residential Conservation
Service (RCS) audit training.

Another benefit of the partnership is NU's contribution to computerizing the
weatherization systems of participating Community Action Agencies. Both the
CAAs and the DHR see this as an improvement to the non-profit, low-income
energy service infrastructure's management capabilities -- one that would not have
taken piace without the utility's capital investment. The computerization effort is
currently underway, with systems expected to be up and running by January 1991.

Room for Improvement

Customer Tracking. CONN Save begins tracking the "service period" for
subprograms E3, E4, aa_d E5 from the date a work order is issued (requesting a CAA

" _! to schedule an audit with a customer) to the date the CAA completes its
weatherization work and submits an invoice to CONN Save for payment.
However, in addition to not having a tracking system for the E1 and E2 subprograms
(in which the CAA initiates the audit), CONN Save does not track the date it

receives audits for processing. From our interviews, it appears that the amount of

time (out of the entire service period) required to schedule and complete the audit
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can vary significaritly from one CAA to another. This suggests possible
opportunities for improvement on the part of the "slower" agencies, perhaps by

, adopting some of the management techniques utilized successfully by other CAAs.

The Customer Service Record Analysis (described in more detail in Appendix C)
, raises another shortcoming of the tracking system. For the period examined

(program years 1988 and 1989), there are a number of invalid or missing dates. For
example, out of 788 E4 and E5 subprogram records examined, 248 records (31%)
indicated that the energy audit was completed before the workorder requesting the
CAA to do the audit was dispatched. In 26% of the 1,757 E3, E4 and E5 records, the
date of the final invoice submission preceded the date of the initial workorder
dispatch.

Invoice problems. CONN Save personnel have identified difficulties in
interpreting inw_ices submitted by some of the CAAs. For example, it may be clear
that windows were addressed but not how many. The problem seems to stem from
fact that CAAs are used to accounting only for inputs, as required by the public
agencies (DHR, the Department of Energy), whereas NU is interested in accounting
for outputs (e.g., how many windows caulked, not how many fee._._tof rope caulk
used). According to a CONN Save administrator and a representative of Pogson
Associates, under-billing by the CAAs is not uncommon. Sometimes the problem is
just a calculation error, but sometimes it is a matter of work not being identified
correctly. Calculation errors are committed with greater regularity than one would
expect; this suggests the possibility of a more fundamental illiteracy (or innumeracy)

' on the part of some of the CAA crews. If this is indeed the case, building the CAAs'
capacity requires some basic training in these areas.

Failure to attain consistent adherence to priority scheme. CONN Save has expressed '
the concern that some CAAs, or their subcontractors, do not follow NU's priority
scheme in selecting measures for implementation. CONN Save staff speculate that
this may be because the incentives suggested by the cost reimbursement scheme do
not necessarily coincide with the utility's priorities. Whether or not this is the
reason, the WRAP program is not generating as many lighting and electricity saving
measures as NU would like to see. In particular, the CAAs seem to be less familiar
with lighting applications, suggesting another area where more training may be
needed.

J" Lighting fixture replacement, in contrast to simple relamping_ has not proved
practical to complete on a unit-by-unit basis. At this time, the low-income housing
development relamping component of the WRAP program is not clearly integrated
with the rest of the program. (See design policy iss.ues, above.)

" Management Issues & Policy. Ouestions

O Need for training. Most of the problem areas encountered point to the need for
more training, either for CAA management or for their staff/crews. The
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commitment to building CAA capacity to ensure a solid infrastructure for
delivering energy efficiency services to low-income communities is implicit in the

, WRAP program's design. CONN Save readily acknowledges the need for, and"the
value of, making basic training and (where appropriate) management assistance an
integral part of the WRAP program's management.

4.3 IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

The most important factor affecting implementation is the management capacity of
the Community Action Agencies, which, according to CONN Save, DHR, and the
CAAs themselves, varies substantially from one agency to another. One indication
of the range of the Commm_ity Action Agencies' capacities is the extent to which
each CAA achieved their goals for the number of WRAP customers served in 1989.
Three of the twelve agencies surpassed their targets, with the top-performing agency
servicing 167% of the number of housing units established as its customer service
goal for the year. Another three agencies achieved less than half the number of
units targeted for service in 1989.

What Works

Recruitment, subpro_ams E2, E3 & E5. In 1989, WRAP weatherized a total of 3,782
units of housing. This figure feU short of the year's goal of 4,311 units, primarily
because of shortfalls in the E1 and E4 subprograms. On the other hand, recruitment
substantially exceeded the goals set for the subprograms E3 and E5. (See Table 2.)

The goal for subprogram E1 was revised downward for program year 1990, reflecting
both the 1989 experience and anticipated levels of public funding. (Since the E1
subprogram "piggybacks" on the publicly-funded WAP program, the level of public
funds committed to that program affects the size of the E1 target market.) Similarly,
the targets for 1990 were increased for subprograms E3 and E5.

Audit processing. CONN Save has documented a 10-12 day mm-around time for
processing audits and getting the results back to the CAAs.

f_uality of installations. Overall, Pogson Associates (with whom CONN Save
contracted for quality assurance services) has found the quality of measure
installation to be satisfactory to good. Where quality control problems have come
up with a particular agency (typically, because of the turnover of installation crews),
CONN Save has been able to respond with additional hands-on training.

Room for Improvement

Recruitment, subprogram E4. Utility representatives have encountered some
difficulty recruiting for the E4 subprogram (seriously delinquent customers, that is,
customer who are more than $200 in arrears). To the extent that delinquent
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Table 2

19,89 WRAP Program Activity

Sub- GOAL ACTUAL " ACTUAL

I_.grAm units _ units %.g.O._ Sexp. __1

E1* 2,500 $375,000 1,450 58% $165,981 44 %

E2 300 $180,000 241 80% $ 99,875 55%

E3 911 $205,000 1,638 180% $246,054 120%

E4 500 $250,000 254 51% $166,216 66%

E5 100 $ 70,000 199 284% $256,692 367%

TOTALS: 4,311 $1,080,000 3,782 88% $934,818 87%

* The E1 subprogram goal was amended to 1,593 units in the course of the program
year, with the result that actual units served achieved 91% of the revised target.
CONN Save administrators expressed satisfaction with the overall recruitment
effort.



customers are mo_e likely to view the utility as an adversary, it might make sense
for 'the utility representatives to work more closely with the CAAs in soliciting the

. participation of these households.

Customer education. The CAAs provide brochures and other materials with energy
, conservation tips to Fuel Assistance applicants and recipients of weatherization

assistance (essentially, the E1 and E2 categories), and many of the E3-5 clients are
recruited via educational workshops conducted by the utility representatives. The
WRAP program itself, however, has no official package of educational materials or
formal education deliverymechanism. CAA analysts will discuss conservation
measures and practices in the course of performing the audit. The installation crews
may answer some questions, but their job is to get in and out of the house as quickly
as possible.

A new program component, "WRAP-PLUS" is being designed to supplement
existing educational efforts. WRAP-PLUS is designed to help the people who deal
directly with WRAP program customers - the auditor, the installers, and project
inspectors- to initiate short customer education dialogues. WRAP-PLUS will be
piloted this year by two CAAs: NOW and WACAP.

BiJl-s_plitting. In some instances, when the Community Action'Agency has a choice
of billing either NU or the State for a measure, the CAA will bill the state for
everything rather than split the bill, in order to be sure of using up its state
allocation (so as not to lose funding for subsequent years). NU would like to see
more of those bills split, so that more E1 and E2 households show up in the WRAP
program. This appears to be an issue for some, but not all, of the CAAs.

Implementation Issues & Policy Question_

Timeliness of audit scheduling. CONN Save has had mixed success enforcing the
90-day limit between the date CONN Save dispatches a workorder telling the CAA
to schedule and perform an audit and completion of the installation work. Even
among the top performing CAAs, a variety of factors can delay completion of
installations, with one of the most common factors being the time required to
schedule and perform the audit.

." One agency solved the scheduling problem by sending a series of letters to clients
with whom the auditor is unable to schedule an appointment initially by telephone.

,. Clients receive up to three letters at ten-day intervals, asking them to contact the
CAA directly to set up an audit appointment. If after three letters the CAA has not
heard from the client, the request is returned to CONN Save. According to the .
energy director, the system has "eliminated" problems meeting the 90-day deadline.

Performing E4 and E5 audits. Performing the full audits for subprograms E4 and E5 -
- that is, those which would not ordinarily be done as part of the State
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Weatherization Assistance Program - is seen as an opportunity by some CAAs and
a problem by others. The two CAAs that perform the highest volume of

_ WRAP/WAP work illustrate the two situations, as follows:
_,

• Agency "A", which pays its auditors a flat rate per audit, previously contracted
' with the state to perform audits four days per week. With the additional

audits generated by the E4 & E5 subprograms, this agency can provide its
auditors .with additional work on Fridays and Saturdays - work that the
auditors are happy to have. The additional revenue generated by these audits
has been sufficient to supplement the work of the agency's existing staff, but
does not justify hiring more staff.

• Agency "B", by contrast, continues to contract with the state for two full-time
(35 hours per week) auditors, who are paid on an hourly basis. Because the
auditors already work a five-day week at a good hourly rate, there is less of an
incentive for them to work additional hours, even at the same hourly rate.
Yet, as With Agency A, the additional work is not sufficient to justify hiring
an additional auditor. The energy director claimed he has little flexibility to
re-deploy his staff, nor much incentive to do so given that CONN Save's
reimbursement rate does not cover his agency's actual per audit cost. On the
other hand, given the volume of Agency B's completed audits, the relatively
short time (2-3 hours) most audits require, and the $50 per-audit
reimbursement from CONN Save, this claim may be subject to question.

The energy director of Agency B also pointed out that CONN Save batches
work orders (so that, for example, "the [90-day] clock starts ticking" on up to 20
WRAP assignments on the same day), resulting in an uneven flow of work.
Furthermore, the "dock" does not start over when E3 households are re-

classified as E4 or E5 households requiring a full audit. This individual
proposed extending the 90-day limit to 120 days as the most practical solution.

While Agency B's energy director was alone among the four TDC interviewed to
voice strong criticism of the 90-day limit, the fact that his agency does a large
volume of the WRAP households and its work is generally held in high esteem by
CONN Save suggests that these concerns are worth further consideration.

Installation completion. Another common factor in Community Action Agencies
exceeding the 90-day time limit is the time required to special order materials,
particularly windows. This contingency is acknowledged by all the parties involved

. in implementing the WRAP program, and is not considered a major problem.

Landlord-tenant relations. CAA staff do not usually contact landlords directly. '
Rather, program participants are asked to get their landlord's signature. In the case
of program participants recruited by the utility (E3, E4, and E5), however, landlord
permission is often obtained by the NU customer outreach representative.
According to NU's Northern regional office, about 80% of all landlords promptly
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sigr_,and return ttie owner permission form; however, tracking down the other 20%
who do not return the form can be very time-consuming.

0

One utility representative pointed out that the landlord approval process could be
used as a marketing tool if there were a systematic way to check whether a landlord

' with one tenant applying for the WRAP program might also have other qualified
tenants in the same building, or in other buildings.
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S.0 (_USTOMER SURVEY
lb

5.1 pROFILEOF CUSTOMER SAMPLE

The 300 WRAP customers surveyed were distributed proportionately among the 12
Community Action Agencies, with over half the respondents having been served by
either NOW 0, TVCCA 0 or WACAP (Northern region). The sample was split
almost evenly between participants living in urban areas and in rural areas, with
52% of the customers interviewed living in urban areas.

Almost two-thirds (64.3%) of the respondents were homeowners, with just over
half (55%) of al respondents living in single-family homes. Only 8.3% of al
respondents (19.6% of all tenants) lived in buildings of five or more units. The
proportion of respondents who had lived in their homes six or more years was
identical to the proportion which owned their homes; another 20% had lived in
their homes 3-5 years, while less than 4% had moved within the past 12 months.
The median age of respondents' homes (for the total sample) was 43 years, with
rental units tending to be a few years older than owner-occupied units.

Over one-third of the sample (107 respondents) lived in households in which at
least one elderly person resided, with 29 households (or nearly 10%) having at least
one person over the age of 75. Of the 193 owner-occupied households, 90 (46.6%)
had at least one elderly person in residence.

Oil was reported by almost half (68.7%) of all survey respondents as the fuel they
used most often to heat their homes. Natural gas heat accounted for another 36% of
the customer survey sample. Only 11.7% of all the customers surveyed relied
primarily on electricity for heat.

5.2 DISCUSSION OF SURVEY FINDINGS.

Recruitment

Nearly one-third of the customers surveyed (32.3%) said that they had heard about
¢ the WRAP program through the utility, either directly from a customer outreach

representative or through a bill stuffer. A comparable proportion learned about the
program from a Community Action Agency (14%) or other social agency (12.7%).

" Interestingly, this breakdown does not precisely parallel these customers'
assignment to subprograms: 70% of the customers surveyed were served by one of

" the "utility subprograms" (E3, E4, or E5), as opposed to the subprograms (El and E2).
Word-of-mouth accounted for close to 11% of the sampled households being
introduced to the program. Other media cited by respondents included newspaper
advertisements, the Fuel Assistance program, flyers, brochures, and booklets.
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. How Customers Learned of WRAP Percentage

• contacted by an NU representative 19.3%
, • through a bill stuffer 13%

® from a Community Action Agency 14%
• from another social agency 12.7%
• word-of-mouth 11%
• other (miscellaneous) 30%

100%

Services Received

Customers surveyed received on average $260 worth of services, with the median
amount being $139. This reflects the high proportion of customers (39.7%) surveyed
who received services under subprogram E3. Only 37% reported receiving energy
efficient light bulbs. More commonly reported measures included:

• Weatherstripping 88.0%
• Water heater wraps 52.7%
• Low flow showerheads/faucets 47.7%
• Storm windows 41.0%

For alstomers served under the E1 and E2 subprograms, the figures for these four
measures (but no___!tfor lightbulbs) may include measures paid for by WAP.

Customer Satisfaction

Overall customer satisfaction with both the audit and the installation services was

high.

Fewer than ten percent claimed the auditor did not come on the date the visit was
scheduled, or that the audit was less than thorough. A high proportion of ali
respondents (88.7%-93%) felt that their auditor had been courteous, had answered

¢ their questions, and had "explained things I could do to save energy in my home."
Of the 59% who said the auditor had left behind written materials with energy-

, saving information, 95% found these materials helpful.

Similarly, 93.3% of all respondents said they were either "very satisfied" or
"somewhat satisfied" with the installation work. Ninety percent said that "the
installers came when they said they would come," while 86.7% said that "the
installers completed their work when they said they would.
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Inspected Work .

Of the 39% of ali customers surveyed whose installations were inspectedby a
' representative of the utility, 13.7% of the inspections turned up problems the

inspectors felt the installer needed to come back and fix. The most common!y
, identified problems were:

• Insufficient insulation 37.5%
• Window/door not replaced 31.3%
• Water heater not wrapped 12.5%
• Door didn't close after insulation 12.5%

Of the 16 households (out of 300) where problems were identified, seven had since
been revisited (by the time of the survey) by the installer.

The survey protocol is included in this report as Appendix D. Detailed results of the
customer survey can be found in Appendix E. '.
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• 6.0 ,CONCLUSION

The WRAP Program has been an innovative project, bringing together a state
, agency, the localgas and electric utilities, and the community-based low-income

energy services delivery network to plan and execute tailored weatherization and
lighting efficiency services to low-income households. The program's flexibility in
adapting to the needs of low-income households and its commitment to nurturing
the capacity of the community action agencies providing the services are
noteworthy features. Given the historical emphasis by utilities on strong,
centralized control and ".,miform services delivery in its program management,
WRAP is a significant departure from traditional practice. With a strong
commitment to the provision of training opportunities and to quality control
mechanisms, the utilities and their partners have attempted to address the potential
shortcomings of such an approach. While the quantity and quality of services from
one community action agency to the next may vary more than that of a typical
utili .ty contractor, NU, DKR and the DPUC all voiced general satisfaction in their
program assessments. The WRAP program received particularly high ratings for:

• the resources and flexibility it brings to meeting the needs of low-
income households;

• its commitment to nurturing the capacity of the community action
agencies providing the services; and

• its collaborative approach, characterized by a common commitment
and mutual respect among the utility, the public agencies, and the non-
profit community-based service delivery network.

The customer survey also revealed positive program assessments. The interaction
with energy auditors and installation crews as well as the quality of the installation
won high marks from participants. Yet this research effort did identify several
program shortcomings, including:

• the absence of an effective mechanism to improve performance in areas
served by comm_mity action agencies with administrative or quality control

,_ problems;

• a record-keeping and customer tracking system with a high number of
: invalid, or nonsensical entries;

9

• inadequate contractor training in appropriate lighting installations;

0
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• failure to attain consistent adherence to the utility's priority scheme, '

• particularly in the area of lighting applications, a high priority for NU;
and

• the absence of an effective strategy to identify and recruit ali qualified tenants
, in a multifamily building when one tenant receives landlord approval to

participate.

These are largely technical issues which a combination of training, management
assistance, and/or program design changes can remedy.

A more significant issue is the future of a fuel-blind low-income program
administered by a utility increasingly dedicated to comprehensive demand side
management (DSM) programs which address only cost-effective electric efficiency
opportunities. The NU Customer Relations division administers the WRAP
Program. A new set of DSM residential programs will also serve low-income
customers, employing a different mix of program designs, eligible measures, and
marketing strategies than that offered by WRAP. These electric conservation
services are managed by NU's Energy Services Division. Gas-saving measures are
now the responsbility of Yankee Energy Systems (Yankee Gas), a separately
functioning subsidiary of NU. Its cost-effectiveness criteria are much more
restrictive than those in effect in the WRAP Program du_ng 1988 and 1989. The
resolution of this larger institutional issue will largely determine the future of the
WRAP Program.
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APPENDIX A

Checklist/Invoice Forms



I I IIIIII IIII I I + I

LOW INCOMFJSPECIAL NEEDS WEATHERIZATION 'PROGRAM E1
Name:L4_ Fult Date /_ /

Adclms8 Apt.# City,, , ST__ ZIP

Phone( ..) . HouseholdIncome Sourceo41'Income DwelllnlType_ + Main ' $_ondary Wiser
HouseholdInformaUon Under5,000 (Checkalithatapply) Own -- Rmt__ . Heatlpg Heating Heating
(Specify# of each) 5,000-9,999 -- Wages __ (CheckOne) Oil Fuel Pue, t.uel

' Total#inhousehold__ I0,000.14,999-- SocialSecurity__ Demr.,hedS,F, -- Electric _ -- --
#ofchlddnm __ 15,000.19,999 Welfare(O,A,)__ Town/RowHouse -- Gas -- --
#ofelderly __ :20,000.24,999 AFDC __ Duplex -- Propane _ _ --

* # ofhandicapped__ 25,000-29,999 O'.her -- I 4 ormumunJu -- Other --

' Number I Total' I Lighting ] ' Comments
Pri. Installed Unit Measure Measure ' (Use Back for

Measure ortt_, And Bille_ Cost Cost Cost Addition.I Sp.ce)
. ..... ;.... :_i' ..... s2,ooI ++il

!_-_.-+_,%_._!:A_.-..........

2, Fluorescent(Comp,18 wa,0 ! $2,00 t__

21:Fluorescent(Twin 15wstt) l $ 2,00

2c Fluorescent(Quad22 watt) 1 S2,00 :............-'wii--_............

_ .....,2d.Flx..mre(22 wau) ! Cost+ 1 ....

" 2e "[ __:+::"':::'+"':'+'+'° .....

2| Fixture(40 wa.) ,,, | Cost + |__

Fi.. (2 2,.,, co,,+

3 Outlet Gasket ,2 $ 0,80 J _[..... :.........
4 Low.FlowShowerhead 1 $12.00 I _ '"

5 WaterheaterWrap 1 , ,, 520.00 J _:.+'"'"............"%i '

6 Low. Flow Aerator 1 $ 3..50 J _ '

,. 7 DoorSweep 2 S8,00 I _

8 Caulk Window(s) 2 , $ 6.00

Door(s) 2 S 6,009 CaulkExt

w,,m. pwindowm 2 s7,15

O !! WeathenlxipDoor(s) 2 $15.0012 Att!c HatchwayInsulation 3 5,4,00 I

13InteriorCaulking 2 $0.35/If _........

14 BasementWindow Covering 3 $ 4.50 l

15 InsulateHeatingDuct 1 $ 3_0/lf,

16 Insulate Vertical Attic Door 3 -$13,00

'17. Iml_i Pipe,lnsui,,sjon,Tube I ' $ l.O011f ' _++"........ '+":

I

1?b Instzlt Pipe lnsulotion,Spriral 1 $1,20/If
.[ / [ [[ [

18!Sill PlateCaulk 2 $ 0.65/lf

19 +InsulatePull.Down Suds 3 $35,00
i

SUBTOTAl.OF MEASURESCOST

" OTHER (ASADMINISTRATIVE FEE+ 10

' LIGHTING (B)
OTHER FEE(AsApproved by LIU)

' ' El GRAND TOTAL

PLANE 1TOTAL ( NON.LIGHTINGNTX S 150)IA B _ _ ,_ _ ,
Billedc0. ,ow.o E2

_, 28aClean, Tune,& Test 1 Cost ........

28bHeatingSys,Repaks 1 Cost

29 BurnerReplacement 1 Cost

/ 30Furnace,Replacement i 1 Cost ......

31SidewallI_qulation I = cos, , ,#of Sq,Ft. ,¢

CustomerSignatureon File:Yes__ No __ , SUBTOTAL OF SUB.CONTRACTORS COST

+ I0 % ADMINISTRATIVE FEE
uH

TOTAL E2 PLAN (NTX $600)TO BE COMPLETED BY CAP

CAPJOBNO AUDITDATE -- I__ I__ TOTAL CHARGE (ADD El TOTAL & E2TOTAL)

AUDITORNO, AUDITNO FOR CONN SAVE USE ONLY:

[NST,DATE __/__/.__ ELECACCT NO W,0,# LNSPEC'r(Y/N)

,.J+na_u_,"+... ,..++...t.,t r_u /d_I.SpPLUIbAT_ __ I__ 1__ LNSPEC'I'ORNO

Original FormShould Re RctumextTo:CONN SAVE-.-C/O L.I. Weatherization Unit, P.O. Box 9207, Wethersfield, C'F 06109 m=,.ut_nz_0lv,.ms+



LOW INCOME/SPECIAL NEEDS WEATHERIZATION PROGRAM
[Number[
IRequired Number Number Comments ,

Prl. [ Per i To Be Installed Unit (Use B_,ckfor
Measure oritY|Audit | Installed And BIIle( Cost

1 Set WaterheatorThermostat 1 $ 2.00

2aeluore_ent(Comp18watt) 1,, S2.00lt

2b Fluorescent_Twin15watt) I .... ' $ 2,00

* 2c Fluor'ascent(Quad22 wat0 1 $ 2,00

2d Fixture{22watt) 1......

J 2eFixture(32watt) , 1

2f Fixture(40watt) 1

. 2_;Fixture122/32watt) ' 1 ....
3 OutletGasket 2 $ 0.80,,

4 Low-FlowSho,_erhead 1

" 5 WaterheaterWind 1

6 Low-FlowAerator 1

7 Door Sweep 2 . .

8 CaulkWindow(s) 2 .

9 CaulkExtDoor(s) 2

,1OWeathersulpWindow(s) 2

IIwea_erstript_r_s) 2 ....

_12AtticHatchwayInsulation 3 . $4,00

.! 3 InteriorCaulkln_ 2 .... S 0.35/1t"

14 BasementWindowCover 3 $4.50

15 InsulateHeatingDuct I

16 Insulate VerticalAttic Door 3 ' Sl3,00
. |. ., :

i7a InstallPipeInsulation,Tube 1 $1.00/lf

LTUInstallPipeInsulationt Spiral1

18 SillPlate Caulk 2 • $0_65/If

19 InsulatePull-DownStair 3 $35.00
' I

21 MinorCarpentry .... 3 ,,, I Cost+
22 Calib/RevlaceThermostat 1 I Cost,+

I
26Rap!aceBrokenGlass I

32MinorPlumbin8 3 ....

33Miscellaneous 3

" ! agree that the number installed " SUBTOTALOF MEASURESCOST
and charged is correct."

Customer Signature SERVICECHARGE $25.00

X WALK-THROUGH AUDIT $25,00

_' Date . m/_/__ TOTALE3PLAN (NTX $500)
FOR CUSTOMER NO-SHOWS NO SHOW (AsApprovedbyLIU)

; Authorized Date ' Time LANDLORD PERMISSIONFEElit

(AsAppTovedbyLIU)

2nd OTHER I_E . [ "

- 3ni COLUMN A .... , liCOLUMNBNrX.I$500.LESSSUMOF
NrXS250 j COLUM_^

, TOBE COMPLETEDBY CAP ..... FORCONNSAVE"USEONLY.....

w,o,, coRNO rNspE
STALL __/__/__ ELECCAccrNo
SIGNATURE

OASCODE ....ACCTNO
i ii i H

CONNSAVE.NOTES_f')ri_inalPnm_Rhnuld1:I_R_mm_-IT_, t"t3_r__AVt"_.t"ln
L.I.Weltherizaii0n..............................06109Unit,P.O. Box92071Wethersfleld,CT

i ii i i



,tC,t.v
LOW IN(

,r_umoer.....
Require( Number Number Total Comments

Prl. Per ' To Be Installed Unit Measure (Use Back for

, ,Meuure , orlty Audi t Installed And Billed Cos/ Cost Additional Space)
I, SetWsmhmm_rThmnostat I $ 2.00 , "

2.l_,m,.r.ent(Comp 18ww) . I s2,00 , '

2k Fluore_ent(Twin15watt) 1 ' $2,00
* i i i , ,

2,:Fluon_._t(Qu_d22 wan) I $2`00

,, :ldFixture(22 wtu) 1 Cost+ 10%

_. 2e Fixture(32 w,,n) I Cost+ 10%i l II

2IFixture(40Watt) l Cost+ 10%
i

,L 2g Fixture(22/32 wan) I Cost+ 10%

3 OutletOuket 3 $ 0,80

4 Iow-plOWShowerhead i $12`00
, i i ill ,

5 WaterheaterWrap ! $20,00

6 Low. Row Aerator I $3.50
' " li

7 DoorSweep 3 $8.00
' i i i i , ,

. 8 CaulkWindow(,) 3 $6.00

g' C,ulkExt Door(s) 3 | 6.00

IC Weathen,_rtpWindow(s) 3 $7.15
i i i

11 Weathenetp Dooffs) 3 $15.00 '

12 Auk: HatchwayInsulation 4 $ 4,00 ........
i

13 Interim'Caulktns 3 $ 0.35/1t'

14 BasementWindowCovering 4 $4.50

15 Insulate HeatinllDuct 1 $ 3.50/If

16!Insulate VerticalAttic Deer 4 $13.00 ' " ' '

1TaInstall PipeInsulation,Tube 1 $1,00/lf .........

17b Install PipeInsulation,Spiral I $1.20/lf

18 Sill PlateCaulk 3 $ 0,65/1f

19 InsulatePull.DownStair 4 $35.00 ......

21 MinorCarpentry 3 Cost'+ 10%

22 C."Ixate/ReplaceThermostat 1 ' cost + 10% ....

23 VentDamper(Ou) 1 '"' ' Cost+ 10% '
l li l

24, PilotlessIilnttionSystem(Ou) 4 Cost+ 10%
i

2J Increasecoiltn| Imulation 3 Cost+ 10%
li

2e R_ace Brokon Ohm 1 [Cost+ 1o% ......

27a Window Treatment 4 ............ Cost+ 10%
271:Window Replacement 4 Icost+ 10% -

27c Window Locks 3 $ 2.50 ....

28a Clean, Tune, & Test 2 Cost + 10% "

28b HeatinE SystemRepairs 2 Cost+ 10%

29 BurnerReplacement 2 Cost + 10%

3Q FurnaceReplacement 2 Cost+ 10%
,,,,,

31 _ Sidew_ Insulation 3 Cost+ 10%
, _ J

32 Minor Plumbin| 3 Cost + 10% ,,

,/ 33 Miscellaneous 3 Cost + 10%

' SUBTOTAL OF MEASURES COST ' '

" I agree that thenumber installed + I0% ' _ "
and charged is correct."

LANDLORD PERMISSION FEE

Customer Signature Date OTHERFEE d(As Approvedby I,IU)J

X I I PLAN E 4TOTAL,, N'D($1,500(or$3,000)

FOR CAP USE ONLY FOR CONN SAVE USE ONLY:

AUDITDATE _/..._../__ AUDITORNO, W,0,# TOWN __ DIST,_

AUDITNO_ INSTALLDAT[" . _/_ I_ REO CORNO_ INSPECT(Y/N).

OriginalForm ShouldBe-Returnedo: O A --C O _L_,.'T_C,-,'CTNO_

L.I. Weatherization Unit, P.O,Box 9207,rWethersfleld, CT 06109 OASCODE ACCTNO.......
'Xevue.d 1/2690 (K..*,4S)



r_umuer ..... EL_
Required Number Number Total Comments

Prl. Per To Be Installed Unit Measure (Use Back for

,, ,Meuure ...... ority Audit ,.Instal_d AndBIlied ,,Cmt Cost ., AdditlonaiSpace)
1 Set Wale_huter Thennosm 1 $2,00

i . i ,, I

_. lq ,u_cent (Comp18,win) 1 S2,00 '

2b Fluorescent _wtn 15 watt) 1 $2,00
* i . i

2c Fluorescent(Quid 22 wan) I | 2.00

• _._Fixture(22 wau) 1 2oat+ 10%

2_ Fixture02 wau) 1 Cost + 10%
m..,, i ,

2i_Fixture(40 watt) 1 Cost + 10%
i i

2g Fixture (22/32watt) I Cost 4.10%

3 OutletGuket 3 , $ 0,80

4 Low.Flow Showerhe.,d 1 $12,00
, i ,,

5 WaterheateTWrap 1 $20,00

6 Low. Flow Aerator 1 $ 330
li

7 DoorSweep 3 $ 8,00
i ,,,

8 Caulk Window(s) 3 $ 6,00,,

9 CaulkExtDoor(1) 3 $6,00
, i

10 WeathentrlpWindow(s) 3 !$7,1S

11 We_hmu.lpDoo_s) 3 SLS,00
• i I

12 Attic Hatchway Insulation 4 $ 4.00

13InteriorCaulking 3 $035/lt

14Basement WindowCovering 4 $4.50
' i

15:InsulamHeatingDuct I $ 3.50/If
....

16InsulamVerdcL1AtticDoor 4 S13.00
i i

17a Install PipeInsulation,Tube ! $1,00/lf

17b Insudl PipeIrtsula'tton,Spksl 1 $1.20/lf .....
,,

18 SillPlateCaulk 3 S 0.65/If

19 InsulatePull.DownStair 4 S35.00

21 MinorCmTentry 3 Cost+ 10%
, , |ll l

22 Calilx,-e/Repl|ceThermos_ 1 Cost+ 10%

23 Wr_ D,k.nper(Ou) I Cost+ 10% ....

24;PilotlessIgnidonSysmm (Oul 4 Cost+ 10%

251In_ CeilinI Imuladon ' 23 Cost+ 10% ' "

26R.,c.'B,okeno1.,- 1 Cost. 10%;
III

27_WindowTreatment 4 Cot_. 10%/

271_WindowRepltcement 4 Cost+ 10% I
,

27c WindowLocks 3 $2.50 l

28_ Clean, Tune,& Test 2 Cost + 10%

28bHeetingSystan Repaks 2 Cost+ 10%

29 BurnerReplacement 2 Cost + 10% :

_, 30 FurnaceRepltcement 2 Cost+ 10% :.. i ,, ,,

31 [ncmueSidewallInsulation 3 Cost+ 10% -

32i Minos Plumbtn_ , 3 , . Cost + 10%

/ 33!Miscellaneous 3 Cost+ 10%

SUBTOTAL OF MEA'SURF.SCOST'

" ! a_ee that the number installed + 10 %
. and charged is correct." ....

LANDLORD PERMISSION FEE

Customer Signature Date OTHERFEE i(As Apl:novedby LIU)

;X _ /_ /_ PLAN E 5TOTAL ,!N'TXSl,500(orS3,000)

FOR CAP USE ONLY FOR CONN SAVE USE ONLY: ....

AUDITDATE _ I_/_ AUDITORNO W,0,#_ TOWN DIST,_

REO CORNO_ INSPECT(Y/Isr)_AUDITNO INSTALLDATE __/.___/__

C,X/iginaiFbnn Should Be.-Rcturn o: CO A -- 0 ELECT?,,JC.r-r._. NO
L.I, WeatherizationUnit, P,O, Box9207,Wethersfleld,CT 06109 OASCODE ACCTNO..

Rcv'_cd lRb_0 (K2dS)

.....
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List of Interviewees

Northeast Utilities

Sara Ellison, Community Relations Manager
Marilyn Brossmer, Northern Regional Office
Marge Brannigan, Community Outreach Representative

CONN Save

Steve Kelly, Low Income Unit Manager
John Greeno,
Pearl Bouchard
Dean Sandstrom

,,

Community Action Agencies (Energy Directors)

Ron Mattana, WACAP
Joanne Balschak, NOW
Christopher Sardo, TVCCA
Larry Eliot, MCAA
Jim Pistano, CAGM

Department of Human Resources

Marion Wojick

Public Utilities Commission

Mark Quinlan
¢
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CUSTOMER RECORDS ANALYSIS

In an effort to determine the extent to which set procedures were followed in

_" serving participants and the elapsed time between the various steps in
providing service, TDC examined customer records for each of five Community
Action Agencies. The original focus of this analysis was to track the flow of
paper from receipt of a customer application through audit workorder and
delivery, to installation of measures and submission of invoice for same. The
five CAAs were selected to represent each region of the state and to illustrate

the variation among the three top-performing agencies, and between the top
performing agencies and two agencies that fell short of their goals for program
year 1989:

Customers Served as % # Records

Agency. Region of Agency's 1989 Goal Sampled

N O W W es tern 167% 1,252
TVCCA Eastern 144% 624
WACAP Northern 118% 1,104
HRA Central 63% 388
TEAM Southern 21% 109

Total: 3,477

The objective of this analysis was to identify, for each agency and for the
group as a whole, the range of times (measured in days) elapsed between
the following key points in the customer service sequence:

(1) preliminary work: from the initial customer application to the
issuance of a workorder assigning a Community Action Agency (CAA)

to schedule and perform an audit or walk-through energy survey (E3,
E4 and E5 only);

(2) audit completion: from the issuance of the workorder to the

completion of the audit (E4 and E5 only);
t

(3) installation: from the completion of the audit to the installation of
the recommended measures (El, E2, E4 and E5);

(4) 90-day period: total time elapsed from the issuance of a workorder to

the completion of the installation work, supposed not to exceed 90
days (E3; _4; and R_);

(5) billing' time elapsed, between completion of the installatior_ work.



The method for identifying these ranges was to perform calculations between
selected date fields within the "WrapTrack', customer service database. The date
fields used in these calculations are described below:

• S_DATEISUE = date the WRAP application is processed by an NU
Community Outreach Representative (COR). Applications may be sent by a
customer either to an NU Representative, or to CONN Save, whose address
appears on the application form. If CONN Save receives an application, it
forwards it to one of the regional NU offices, where the application is
processed by a COR and sent back in to CONN Save for assignment to a
Community Action Agency. The date the application is processed by the COR
is the date which gets entered into the S_DATEISUE field.

This field applies only to the E3, E4, and E5 subprograms. E1 and E2
customers do not become part of the WRAP customer database until the CAA
files an invoice for WRAP measures completed. Thus the first time period
TDC sought to analyze (time lapsed between initial application and issuance
of a workorder to the CAA) could be analyzed only for E3, E4, and E5
customers.

,,

• DATE_TOCAP = date CONN Save dispatches a workorder to a CAA,
requesting that the community agency schedule and perform an audit or
walk-through energy survey. Again, this field applies only to the E3, E4, and
E5 subprograms.

• P_DATE_AUD = date the audit is performed. This field applies to ali but the
E3 subprogram, for which a walk-through energy survey is substituted for the
more extensive RCS energy audit. In the case of the E4 and E5 subprograms,
the audit date may be recorded as soon as the CAA sends the audit in to
CONN Save for processing.

In the case of the E1 and E2 subprograms, the customer does not show up in
the WrapTrack system until after the installation work has been completed.
There is a space on the El/E2 invoice form for the CAA to record the date of
the audit received by customers receiving E1 and E2 services, but the position
of this space on the form is ambiguous: its placement on the page suggests
that it need only be filled out in the case of an E2 customer. CONN Save has
not focused on tracking this date for the E1 and E2 subprograms.

• P_DATE_INS = d-re the WRAP measures are installed. This field applies to
all five of the subprograms.

,¢



• DATE_BACK = date the invoice is received by CONN Save after all work has
• been completed. Because the installation date (P_DATE_INS) is not entered

until an invoice has been submitted, it is effectively the time elapsed between
the initial workorder date (DATE_TOCAP) and the invoice receipt date
(DATE_BACK) that triggers an "overdue" when the 90-day limit is reached.

, As both the PDATE_INS and the DATE_BACK fields apply to all five
subprograms, it is possible to look at the range of times required for CAAs to
submit invoices subsequent to completing installations. For the E3, E4, and
E5 subprograms only, it is possible to look at how well the various agencies
did at completing work and submitting invoices within 90 days of being sent
an initial workorder.

Limitations of Customer Service Record Analysis

The customer service record analysis is limited by two factors:

(1) The structure of the WRAP program limits the most comprehensive analysis
to the most comprehensively documented subprograms: E4 and E5. Only the
amount of time between audit and installation and between installation and

invoice submission can be determined for the E1 and E2 subprograms, and
only the preliminary work (application to workorder issuance), between
workorder and installation (or invoice submission) and the time between

installation and invoice submission can be analyzed for the E3 subprogram.

(2) The quality of the data taken from the CONN Save database is inconsistent.
In many cases, date fields that should in theory contain dates are empty.

In some cases, the dates entered in a given customer record do not follow the
sequence prescribed by the customer service process. There is one instance
where a logical explanation can be posited for the reversed date sequence.
About a third of one CAA's E4 and E5 subprogram records show the audit
date, P_DATE_AUD, preceding the date a workorder was sent to the CAA
requesting an audit be done. The most likely explanation for this is that these
represent E3 customers for whom the CAA requested an upgrade to E4 or E5
status; in this case, the agency may have received a verbal "o.k." to upgrade
the customer to a higher subprogram, and have proceeded with the audit
prior to receiving a written workorder from CONN Save. (It is not possible to
verify this possibility from the database.) In other instances where date

;. sequences are reversed, or where activities that cannot logically have



happened on the same day are recorded as happening on the same date, it'is
• likely a case of inaccurate data.

T

Within these limitations, it is possible to look at a subset of the records. The
. findings of this analysis are presented in six tables, described below.



Findings

Table I Application Processing to Work0rder Dispatch: E3, E4 and E5f

subprograms.

, Sixty-six percent of the 3,477 customer records contain entries in the
two date fields (S_DATEISUE and DATE TOCAP) required to calculate
the number of days elapsed between the date an NU Community
Outreach Representative (COR) processes an application and the date
CONN Save dispatches a workorder instructing one of the Community
Action Agencies (CAAs) to schedule and perform an energy audit or
energy survey. In many cases (anywhere from 3% to 22% of a CAA's
customers), the workorder was dispatched on the same day the
application was processed.

Table 2 Workorder Dispatch to Completion of Audit: E4 and E5 subprograms.

Only 23% of ali customer records in the sample included both a
workorder dispatch date (DATE_TOCAP) and an audit completion date
(P_DATE_AUD). The proportion of the individual agencies' customer
customer load assigned to either the E4 or E5 subprogram ranged from
15% for one agency to 32% for another.

The median turn-around time for completion of an audit from the
date of workorder dispatch was 42 days. However, this accounts only
for customer records which showed a positive (>1 day) time lapse
between workorder dispatch and audit completion. In a total of 248, or
31% of the 788 E4 and E5 records examined, the sequence was reversed,
with the audit completion date preceding the workorder dispatch date.
The practice of upgrading E3 customers to the E4 or E5 subprograms
might account for this apparent anomaly, although there is no way to
be certain to what extent the sequence reversal is a function of
inaccurate data. A subprogram upgrade might result in a CAA
completing the audit after receiving a verbal "o.k." to upgrade an E3
customer to E4 or E5. There could be some lag between the date of the
verbal o.k. and the official dispatch of a new workorder, requesting a
full audit rather than the pared-down energy survey.

a"

Table 3 Completion of Audit to Completion of Installation: El, E2, E4 and E5

subprograms.

This table should encompass all but tl_e E3 subprogram customers, who
do not receive a full energy audit. Only 37% of the 3,477 records
sampled include dates in both the P_DATE_AUD and P_DATE_INS
fields, suggesting either some missing dates or a large proportion of
customers who received audits but did not have any measures



installed. It is not possible to determine from the sampled records '
• which of these two possibilities is the case, or whether both factors

account for this.

Thirteen percent of the 1,297 records examined show zero days having
. elapsed between the audit date and the measure installation date.

While this would be plausible in the case of the E3 subprogram (for
which a walk-through energy survey is completed in lieu of a full-
length audiO, E3 customers by definition should not be showing up in
this table -- for the very reason that the energy survey, unlike the audit,
is not tracked by the WrapTrack customer record system.

For those records (85% of the sub-sample of 1,297) which do show a
positive number of days elapsed between audit and measure
installation, the median value was 75 days. The individual agency
medians ranged from 32 days to 93 days. The agency with the lowest
median (TVCCA) also happened to have the lowest percentage (17%) of
its records included in this subsample. WACAP, with a median audit
to installation time of 93 days, had the largest number of records in the
sample (510), but HRA another of the smaller agencies, had the largest
percentage (50%) of its total custorner records included in this
subsample.

Table 4 Workorder Dispatch tQ Installation: E3, E4 and E5 subprograms.

The CAAs are expected to completed with their work within 90 days of
the initial workorder dispatc.h date. Approximately 85%, or 1,943 of the
2,297 customer records for which dates were entered in both the

application processing and workorder dispatch date fields, have both a
workorder dispatch and a measure installation (P_DATE_INS) date. In
18% of these records at least one of the two dates appears to have been
entered inaccurately, resulting in a negative or zero-day period elapsed
between the two events.

Of the 1,584 records which show both dates in the proper sequence, 63%
show 90 days or fewer having elapsed between the two events.

I

Table 5 Workorder Dispatch to Invoice Submission: E3, E4 and E5
subprograms.

d'

As an alternative measure of how w_ll the Community Action
. Agencies (CAAs) were able to meet the 90-day limit, records featuring

dates in both the workorder dispatch and invoice submission
(DATE_BACK) date fields were also examined. Only 51% of the 3,477
record sample had both a workorder dispatch and an invoice



submission date, as compared with 56% that had both dispatch and'
• installation dates.

' Of the 1,757 records in this subsample, 450 (26%) appeared to have
inaccurate data: this includes both records showing zero days elapsed

. and records which show the sequence of events (initial workorder and
final invoice submission) reversed. Of the remaining 74% (1,307
records), 64% showed a passage of 90 days or fewer from the workorder

dispatch to the date an invoice was received from the CAA.

Table 6 Installation to Invoice Submission: ali subprograms.

Finally, ali records showing both an installation date (P_DATE_INS)
and an invoice submission date (DATE_BACK) were examined. This

subsample amounted to 2,561 records, or 74% of the total sample.
Again, a large number of records (567, or 22%) were in reversed
sequence, the invoice submission date preceding the installation date.
Of the 78% (1,994 records) that were in proper order, the median time
elapsed between installation and invoice submission was 22 days.

Con¢lusion_

The number of invalid entries for the time elapsed from work order dispatch to
completion of audit (31%); from work order dispatch to completion of installation
(18%); from the dispatch to invoice submission (26%); and from installation to
invoice (22%); makes difficult any generalizations from an analysis of the data.
Apparently CONN Save did not demonstrate sufficient or consistent quality control
in its data entry activities and/or checking the data submissions from the CAAs.
This problem is highlighted by the absence of identifiable trends in the time periods
for which valid entries have been recorded.

For example, one would expect that the agencies whose performance surpassed
expectations would have shorter elapsed time from work order dispatch to
completed installation. There are no such correlations--except in the case of TEAM
in Tables 2 and 4. Table 4 reveals that the agency with the worst record on

e completions is also the only agency to significantly surpass the ninety day
requirement from work order dispatch date to completed installation (110 day
median, based on 34 records). TEAM also required an a _erage of 21 days to process

t applications and receive a work order dispatch from CONN Save--the other four
agencies require d an average of 11 days. Yet data f_'om the other four agencies--
including an "underperforming" CAA--demonstrate no clear trends. Therefore the
recommendation which suggests itself from this analysis addresses the quality of the
data entry process for record tracking. CONN Save can be more vigilant in
monitoring the data entry process and troubleshoot more frequently to detect and



,°

respond to elapsed times which surpass expectations. More agency-specific
recommendations could follow from more extensive interviews between CONN
Save staff and CAA program managers.
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Customer Survey Protocol
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APPENDIX E

Tabulated Results of Customer Survey
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